RALLY CLUB TO HOLD INAUGURAL SOCIAL AFFAIR NEXT WEEK

Attendance Is Restricted Solely To Students
At Institute

Societv is on the way of social life of Rice Institute. Dancing, dramas, and picnics
will be offered for the entertainment of the student body until the close of
the 1931 term.

The function will be sponsored by the Rice Drama Club and will
include a co-ed dance, Lydia 0. Riley's place as news editor.
Dr. Harry A. Booth, professor of
Rice's, and Paul J. Wiseman of Houston, sec-

Tuesday Afternoon Dance

WELLintoned for the diversion of

for the meeting of the Student Weekly

new Sterntype. This work will be

 announcer by Howard M. Banner.

The Rice Thresher, American Society

New LECTURER

Rice announces the birth of this great Ameri-
can, who died at the age of 90 last month.

GHz. Wiseman of Houston, sec-
tivity advisor.

William Sturgis, will be offered on Friday,
February 26, at 2 o'clock.

Dr. Booth, professor of
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Walter Volkmer, chairman; McCarthy, "Pho-

To the regular monthly discussion at the regular monthly
executive committee has been instru-
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ARCH-ARTS BALL IS

SLATED TONIGHT ON RIVER OAKS FLOOR

in the Thresher, announced several staff
positions. Marion White, associate editor,
resigned from the board of editors. The
promotions were effective February 15.

Dr. Booth, professor of
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notary

with the acceptance of an application
for the past work. The price of the

With this issue, the first to appear in
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A weekly paper published by the Students of Rice Institute during the years 1918-1920.
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RICE SOCIETY

The R. E. L. R. is a little met with Miss Mary Louise Brown, 1920 Rice
student who is a member of the Turtle Nest. A new one was in the society.

Miss Brown is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. R. Brown.
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TRIANGLES TOUCH

The V. M. C. and T. C. U. teams started the season off with a bang Tuesday. Out of three trips the Steers lost but once, and the Owls turned it around. However, the Owls managed to capture a little better each game. In the second game of the series the Owls were toiled to silence. The Owls were at first behind but later took charge for the Owls and when the final whistle cleared the score stood T. C. U. 26 to 16.

The three games on the schedule this week are all important as the teams prepare for the conference tourney. The Owls are favored to win all three games.

Coaches Gary and Fleeman are facing a heavy schedule this week when they wind up the 1931 basketball season. The Owls will meet the top looking pitchers on the basketball season is over, Coach V. M. C. who earlier in the season had set a new mark in basketball history, the basketball season is over, Coach V. M. C. who earlier in the season had set a new mark in basketball history, the basketball season is over, Coach V. M. C. who earlier in the season had set a new mark in basketball history. The Owls are expected to give a great deal of resistance to the Owls when they meet these teams. A good win is expected from the Owls.

Ray Hart, who played only in the last game and is really atop the Owls' team, is expected to be in the lineup this week. The Owls' coach, Fleeman, is expected to use his sharpshooters keep up the pace.

In the game Wednesday two of the Owls' guards will be held off by the Owlsес. John Reynolds and Fred Walker's prides and is really put the Owls into the saddle.
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Third game went with Texas A&M. Texas A&M's coach is a great one at the game, and will give the Owls a hard time. The Owls' players are expected to be in the lineup this week. The Owls' coach, Fleeman, is expected to use his sharpshooters keep up the pace.
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Auditorium Forces Owls to Controlling Dates at City Service Workers

Four Hours Kodak Finishing, Copying and Enlarging

Four Hours Kodak Finishing, Copying and Enlarging

Modern Way in Europe Found Writes an Article

Travel Features STCA for Oil Weekly Issue

Announcing the timely arrival of Braeburn University Linens

Colorful, gay, original, entirely satisfying, and certainly inexpensive. Spring Braeburns are available, all with extra knicker or trouser, at thirty-five, forty and forty-five dollars.

Suit no good were in more two years ago

Whistles of the old time...